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Meeting: Port Botany Community Consultative Committee – Meeting No. 12

Held: Tuesday 30 August 2016, 5.30pm-7.30pm 
SICTL Training Room, 1 Sirius Road Botany

Present:

Charles  Abela (CA) – Community Luke Frawley (LF) – DP World
John Burgess (JB) – Community Marie Gibbs (MG) – Patricks Stevedores
Bronwyn Englaro (BE) – Randwick Council Michael Martin (MM) – Vopak
Steve Poulton (SP) – Botany City Council Aldo Costabile (AC) – Elgas Limited
Nick Moncrieff-Hill (NM) – Electorate Offices 
for Member for Kingsford Smith

Jos Kusters (JK) – Caltex 

James Goodwin (JG) – EPA representative Gary McKay (GM) – Caltex
Ryan Bennett (RB) – Port Authority of NSW Blair Moses (BM) – SICTL Stevedores
Paul Britt (PB) – Port Authority of NSW Seine Abe-Weatherhead – Vopak
Roberta Ryan (RR) – Chairperson Alison Wedgwood (AW) – NSW Ports
Sandra Spate (SS) – Minute taker Daniela Vujic (DV) – NSW Ports

Wayne Ashton (WA) – NSW Ports

Apologies: Paul Pickering – Community, Lynda Newnam – Community, Mal Jagdev-
Imrich – Community, Trevor Brown – NSW Ports, Mark Walker – Qenos, Adem Long – NSW 
Ports, Andrew Battye – SafeWork NSW, Catherine McMahon – Botany City Council, Laura 
Ansted – EPA representative, Brent Geeves – Terminals Pty Ltd, Matthew Wright – Botany 
LAC, Shane Halliday – Botany LAC, Janice Dennany – Randwick Council

Item Description Action/ 
Responsibility

1 Apologies and Introductions
Apologies are as recorded above.

2 Accept minutes of last meeting
Acceptance of the minutes from May 2016 was moved by JB and 
seconded by AC. The minutes were accepted. 

3 Actions arising from previous minutes

3.1 (Arising from Action 3.2 August 2015) NSW Ports to provide SP with the 
name of the RMS contact. SP to follow up RMS’s response regarding 
the Foreshore Road verge.
SP has followed up with RMS on conditions of verges. AW reported a 
response from RMS contractors that they maintain a certain area of 
roadside verge and areas of disrepair may be outside this scope. SP has 
tried to ascertain what the areas are and to meet with RMS Asset 
Manager. He is yet to receive a response. He contacted RMS on June 6 
and followed up with an email today. SP will continue to follow the matter 
up and update the CCC when there is something to report. 

3.2 Action 10.2 December 2015. Port Authority of NSW to consider whether 
to extend seagrass monitoring in light of groyne construction.
RR reported a letter was sent to Brad Milner and an acknowledgement 
has been received. Discussions will continue with PAoNSW. The Chair 
will follow this up. 
RB noted Port Authority is considering the request but can’t provide an 
answer at this stage. 
An update will be provided at the next meeting.  

Request to 
consider the 
extension to the 
seagrass 
monitoring in 
light of the 
groyne 
construction.  
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RR to follow up 
with Brad Milner 
PAoNSW for a 
response.

3.3 The Chair to send a formal request from the CCC to  PAoNSW for the 
extension of seagrass monitoring.
This was done. The action is closed. 

3.4 Action 5.3 March 2016. The CCC formally requests Port Authority of 
NSW extend seagrass monitoring beyond 2017 to assess impacts of 
construction of groynes on Foreshore Beach. 
JB asked whether Fisheries NSW was consulted around requirements 
for seagrass monitoring and groyne construction.
RB confirmed a permit was received from Fisheries for groyne 
construction.

3.5 Action 9.3 March 2016. A letter to be drafted from the CCC to the 
Minister for Planning around strategic noise monitoring, buffer zones and 
the need for State Government Planning buy in. 
AW reported a letter to the Minister for Planning has been forwarded on 
behalf of the CCC and a response received from the Minister (both 
letters attached to minutes). The response from DPE outlined that they 
were unable to make any commitments in regards to these issues at this 
time and  recognised they are complex issues with multiple parties 
needing to come together. The letter suggests the role of the Greater 
Sydney Commission offers opportunity to input into issues that may 
affect residents around the Port. 
DV reported the Greater Sydney Commission anticipates the release of 
draft district plans later this year. The Central District Plan is the relevant 
plan for this area and for Port Botany. NSW Ports hopes the Central 
District Plan will address these complex land use issues around Port 
Botany. DV noted the Plan for Growing Sydney has a commitment to 
protect Port Botany and strategically important industrial zoned land in 
and near Port Botany. She suggests waiting to see if and how the 
Central District Plan addresses issues raised.  

3.7 Action 4.2 May 2016. TN will take on notice and respond to the issue of 
the bird hide being closed during the day on April 10.
A response from Port Authority of NSW was provided to the CCC 
community reps on 3 June. RB reported the gate wasn’t locked but 
positioning of a padlock made it look as though it was. The lock is now 
moved to a different position to avoid this in the future. AW noted the 
gate should be closed but not locked. The action is closed. 

3.8 Action 7.2 May 2016. RR to be in touch with the Commissioner for the 
Central District outlining noise concerns and inviting them to attend a 
CCC meeting.
RR reported she has been in touch with the Commissioner but is yet to 
receive a response. She understands we are not inviting the 
Commissioner to attend a CCC meeting but to seeking a meeting with a 
smaller group of interested CCC members. 
DV suggested that because of time pressures it may be preferable to 
organise a separate meeting with those interested.  

RR to follow up 
on organising a 
meeting with the 
Commissioner 
and invite 
interested 
parties.

3.9 Action 7.3 May 2016. TB to discuss a 24 hour noise number with tenants 
and bring a response to the next CCC meeting. 
AW provided a response from TB. Discussions have been held with the 
three stevedores on this matter. It would be difficult to reach appropriate 
operational staff 24/7 within the port who would be able to act on and 
investigate the source of a complaint which are generally non-specific in 
nature. NSW Ports will continue to keep working with tenants around 
noise issues but at this stage a 24 hour complaints line is not feasible. 
Noise complaints to NSW Ports have been down over the recent period. 
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If there is a complaint she urges people to call and leave detailed 
information on the after-hours message service. It will be investigated as 
soon as possible the following work day. 
WA asked people to leave as much information as possible as NSW 
Ports records wind direction and speed at the time of complaints and 
can check against possible locations. 
CA asked whether noise levels are recorded. If not how can complaints 
be investigated?
WA replied noise levels aren’t recorded at this time. NSW Ports looks at 
the nature of the complaint and wind direction and then speak with their 
tenants to try and identify the source. 
AW said with a specific type of noise such as  an alarm NSW Ports can
ring around and asked whether tenants have undertaken an activity 
which may have resulted in a complaint at a specific time. General 
complaints about a noisy port are more difficult to identify. 

3.10 Action 9.2 May 2016. RR to draft a letter of thanks on behalf of the CCC 
to Ross Salter.
A letter of thanks was sent to Ross. The action is closed. (This is 
attached to the minutes.)

3.11 Action 9.3 May 2016. CM to respond to NSW Ports on status of a risk 
study for Denison Street.
AW noted an email from CM indicating Botany Council has undertaken a 
review of current risk-related planning controls in the area around 
Denison Street. This will be considered by Council on 7th September at 
its next Development Committee meeting. The document will be 
available on the Council website when the business paper for the 
meeting is made public. There will be formal notification of the risk study 
to people in the area and relevant stakeholders after 7th September. 
The action is closed. 

3.12 Action 9.3 May 2016. CM to respond as to whether the 20-lot 
commercial subdivisions was approved by Botany Council.
AW reported a note was added to the minutes of the last meeting 
indicating approval was by the Land and Environment Court. The action 
is closed. 

3.13 Action 11.5 May 2016. DV to provide a link to the Department of 
Planning’s website
This link was provided to the CCC on 3rd June. The action is closed. 

4 Port Botany community assets
- Updates on Foreshore Beach groynes design and project 
- Update on Penrhyn Estuary 

4.1 - Updates on Foreshore Beach groynes design and project
PB reported the contract has been let and contractors have been on site 
for two weeks?. Sheet piling has been driven and is half completed. 
They will extend further into the water. There are day and night markers. 
Construction of rock groynes was commenced yesterday at the 
Livingstone end. This will be followed by the Chelmsford end then the  
middle. There have been no safety issues related to the construction site 
and no complaints registered with the Port Authority or Council. Work is 
scheduled to be complete by mid-December, weather permitting. 
RB reported contractors will be working normal week day hours on 
Saturday. PB noted the ability to extend hours under conditions of 
consent. Work has to follow tides for safety reasons so Port Authority is 
allowing work on Saturdays and Sundays with noise controls in place as 
per consent for the port. 

4.2 - Update on Penrhyn Estuary
RB reported Penrhyn Estuary annual reports are currently being 
reviewed by the Port Authority and are expected to be finalised and 
placed on the website shortly. The CCC will be notified when they are 
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available. They contain results of the unscheduled seagrass monitoring 
undertaken prior to groyne construction. 
JB asked whether the report makes reference to the Orica fish study in 
Botany Bay undertaken by the EPA. 
RB replied it didn’t reference the fish study. Port Authority allowed use of 
the area for the study. 

5 Port Botany Expansion Operational Update
- SICTL including stockpile update 
- Patrick 

5.1 BM reported all expansion is on hold except the stockpile. SICTL is still 
waiting for approval to move the stockpile.  
JB asked if the possibility of using the stockpile for the groynes and 
beach restoration had been explored with the Port Authority. It seems 
ridiculous to transport sand in while the stockpile is there and will 
eventually need to be transported off site for removal.
BM replied if they gain approval to use it SICTL will make enquiries. 
They can’t currently do anything with it.
PB noted Port Authority is aware of the option which it ranks ahead of 
the option to import sand. 

5.2 RB thanked SICTL and NSW Ports for work to remove an osprey nest 
from the top of a light pole. The Port Authority’s avian expert  suggested 
the presence of the predatory birds may  contribute to the absence of 
smaller target migratory and shore birds in the estuary. Approval was 
granted by NSW Parks and Wildlife to remove it. 
AW reported the nest material was there from a couple of years ago 
when the ospreys were inhabiting the nest. There was no evidence that 
the birds has actually nested there this season. It was recommended 
that material be removed to discourage them from potentially using it 
again. She thanked SICTL for undertaking the maintenance work to 
remove the material. She asked  Patrick to be aware of the potential 
issue in case birds try to nest on their site as well. 
BM reported a maintenance plan exists to ensure the nest doesn’t 
return. This will hopefully assist in encouraging the migratory birds back. 

5.3 - Patrick
MG reported Patrick has been purchased by a joint venture of Qube and 
Brookfield and is no longer owned by Asciano. As they are going 
through a transition period there is no other update on plans.
Secondly, Patrick recently sold their share in ACFS trucks so no longer 
own trucks. Some trucks may not yet have been rebranded. There may 
be an opportunity to involve ACFS in CCC meetings. 

AW to speak to 
ACFS regarding 
the possibility of 
sending a 
representative 
to CCC 
meetings. 

6 Development activities in the Port
- NSW Ports developments  
- La Perouse to Kurnell Ferry Wharves Feasibility Study 

Submission  
- Tenant developments 

NSW Ports developments

6.1 DV reported on two developments. The first is another maintenance 
dredging campaign at Brotherson Dock with bed levelling starting in 
November and expected to finish before Christmas. Dredging of up to a
depth of 15.7 metres is regarded as maintenance. NSW Ports is aiming 
for a minimum depth of 15.4m with shallower depths in berth boxes
(approximately 14.7m). It is going through assessment now.
The second is a proposed modification to the Port Botany Expansion 
(PBE) planning approval which covers the SICTL area, the Patrick 
knuckle area and the Hayes Dock area which currently has approval for 
a tug facility. The PBE Approval was previously modified to allow for 

NSW Ports to 
advise the CCC 
when the PBE 
modification 
application is on 
public exhibition
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temporary uses such as work barges for the groyne construction works 
and lines boats for Port Botany and Kurnell Caltex shipping operations. 
At present the approval for the temporary uses is for two years. The 
modification seeks to extend this with no specific time limit for these 
types of port and maritime / waterway related uses until there is a need 
to develop the tug facility.
In addition NSW Ports wants to delete the condition for a separate rail 
noise working group to avoid duplication as it continues to be discussed 
in this forum and the requirement to send quarterly PBE complaints 
reports to DPE is also unwarranted.  Complaints are tabled here in 
meeting minutes and also in annual reports, which are both submitted to 
the Department of Planning. NSW Ports are also seeking an amendment 
to  a dangerous goods reporting requirement that requires reporting on 
the package size of dangerous goods. This information is only held by 
the Port Authority with the shipping lines providing this information 
directly to them. The stevedores are only advised the total quantity of 
dangerous goods in each container.  Hence an amendment is proposed 
to the planning conditions to allow the stevedores to report on the 
information they have access to. The intention is to tidy up and remove 
some other administrative burdens within the planning conditions. It is 
anticipated that the proposed modification application will be submitted 
to DPE at the end of September. NSW Ports will keep the CCC informed 
as to when they are accepted and on exhibition.

6.2 JB reported an issue – however it is not related to what NSW Ports is 
doing. Government money was made available out of the Port sale for 
Fisheries to construct a platform/jetty next to the sea wall at the boat 
ramp as a fishing access facility and evacuation jetty for emergencies. 
This is progressing too slowly and JB feels Fisheries reluctance may be 
based on EPA concerns over contamination issues affecting the estuary. 
He is concerned that if it doesn’t progress money may end up being 
returned to Treasury. 
DV hasn’t had any information on this. She suggested progressing this 
at a ministerial level. 
AW suggested talking to Port Authority of NSW as well as this would 
relate to land managed by the Port Authority.

6.3 - La Perouse to Kurnell Ferry Wharves Feasibility Study 
Submission  

AW noted the link to the Feasibility Study was forwarded to CCC 
members. 
DV reported submissions have closed. NSW Ports’ main concern with 
the draft study was the potential interface with ferries and associated 
recreational vessels crossing the Botany Bay shipping channels. NSW 
Ports is of the opinion that priority should be given to commercial ships 
associated with the port. 
JB reported his organisations’ concerns is the proposal for a ferry 
terminal/ berthing facility to be located near the original designated tug 
berthing area together with a jetty to service other commercial boating 
activities such as whale watching and eco diving. Additional visitor 
patronage would exacerbate what is already a critical shortage of 
parking space at the Foreshore Rd boat ramp. 
DV suggested the boat ramp is not a likely location. If it were proposed 
for the area i.e. opposite Hayes Dock, it should not be allowed to impact 
on the future tug facility or other port facilities and operations. 
JB stated that if on the northern side of Penrhyn Estuary it would create 
additional parking pressure at the boat ramp. He noted the community is 
split with a range of views on the whole project. 
BE reported Randwick Council have lodged a submission. Council is 
generally supportive because of cultural links between La Perouse and 
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Kurnell Aboriginal people as well as potential tourism benefits to the 
area. She noted if it progresses an Environmental Assessment would 
have to be undertaken. 
DV suggested Transport for NSW may still consider late submissions.
She suggested there would have to be a business case to justify costs
associated with the development, that is construction and operational 
costs. 
JB suggested if the service was limited to just a run between La Perouse 
and Kurnell, viability would be doubtful. If a commuter type service and 
other tourist activities were added this would improve viability prospects 
but would require a larger fleet.
CA said study identified the preferred option was the location at La 
Perouse but the main issue is parking. By 11 am there is no parking. An 
extra 82 spaces would fill up with beach goers in 15 minutes. It is the 
closest beach for people using the M5 and there is a stream of cars on 
Sunday travelling round the loop and not finding parking. The previous 
service was to service tankers. When the port was built the ferry 
stopped. The other issue is a small vessel pitching in the swell on the 
return journey. JB suggested a potential location is at Yarra Bay at the 
back of the cemetery but this is a long walk from La Perouse. 
BE noted talk of extending the light rail to La Perouse. 

6.4 Regarding communications about work on high voltage power cables 
under the bay JB said community members knew nothing of it till they 
read of it in the local paper. He was surprised there hadn’t been 
consultation with NSW Ports. 
DV replied it had just gone on exhibition when our last meeting was held. 
NSW Ports and Port Authority of NSW were consulted with during the 
preparation of the environmental assessment. 
AW said it was noted that the modification did not propose any works or 
additional  dredging but was more a correction to what had been 
constructed.
JB raised a reference in the project documentation  for the potential 
need to widen the shipping channel by 200m to the south. He asked how 
that could be achieved. Cables can’t be placed lower than they are 
currently without cutting into the sandstone. 
DV replied there isn’t a need currently to deepen of widen the shipping 
channel. If and when it arises impacts will be looked at. We know the 
depth of the cable and therefore will need to consider how to
accommodate for the larger vessels. 

6.5 Elgas
AC reported no new developments.  

6.6 Vopak
MM reported a DA is being prepared for an awning on the side of their 
main office building. The DA will be submitted to DPE for assessment.
The other Section 75W application for their B1-3 site is still under 
internal review. 
Vopak has submitted responses on the B4 expansion draft conditions of 
consent to DPE and is currently awaiting a determination for this project. 

6.7 Caltex
GM reported the new fire system is complete and in the commissioning 
phase. There are no new planned developments. 
JB asked if there are implications due to part of the Kurnell site being 
declared a contaminated site.
JK replied there are no implications. The process of demolishing the 
refinery will be followed by assessment of soils.
JB asked whether a clean-up order from the EPA is expected.
JK replied it is not expected at this stage.

6.8 Orora
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AW reported that NSW Ports are aware that there has been some 
communication with the community around the noise wall proposal but 
she doesn’t have the details. Orora could provide an update at the next 
meeting if a representative attends. 

6.9 DP World
LF reported ongoing civil works to maintain infrastructure.

6.10 Terminals
DV reported on two developments (i.e. Complying Development 
Certificates), raised at the last meeting, submitted to Randwick Council 
have been approved. One was for removal of pipelines on the former 
Vopak Site A site and the other was for the re-use of the existing bulk 
liquids tanks. Terminals have commenced some of the works. The site is 
due to be operational in early in 2017.

6.11 JB raised concerns that Sydney Airport may be contaminated with PFC 
(perfluorinated compounds) chemicals from firefighting equipment as is 
the case with Defence airports at Williamstown and Oakey. It is now 
likely that all eastern seaboard airports may have such a problem 
affecting groundwater and river/bay systems – Coolangatta may be a 
major problem. He understands that the airport is under Commonwealth 
control and not under NSW EPA jurisdiction. He raised concerns three 
years ago that a fish kill may have had a link to contamination from a 
drain adjacent to where firefighting exercises occurred. No one knows 
how to remediate PFOS.  
CA noted the proximity of the airport to Cooks River and asked whether 
fishing may be banned in the Bay. He asked whether these exercises 
are still undertaken at the airport.
JB noted fishing has been banned in large areas of the Hunter and 
farmland is also affected as a result of the Williamstown contamination.   
JG reported EPA has included Sydney Airport in the PFAS project and 
there is cooperation from the Commonwealth – who are responsible for 
the site – in working through the issue. He noted fire fighting exercises 
are still being undertaken at the Airport but not using foams that include 
the chemical PFOS. There has been awareness in the Commonwealth 
of the issue for seven or eight years. There is a legacy from use of 30 to 
40 years. Sites are being tested for a range of things, including PFOS 
which is an emerging contaminant. It has a high profile. There is now 
more informed decision making. At this point there is no indication we 
will have a situation like Williamstown at Sydney Airport. 
JB noted human health assessments here have been very toxin specific
with no regard for PFC.

JG suggested that Human Health Risk Assessments consider relevant 
chemicals, including chemicals that have more harmful effects than 
PFOS.  

7 Port Botany Noise Update 
- Update on EPA noise monitoring program  
- Port Botany Expansion Rail Noise (as per CoA 2.28) 

7.1 - Update on EPA noise monitoring program

JG said more noise monitoring trials have been undertaken recently at 
NSW Ports Brotherson House building and local areas in Matraville, 
including to test the concept of a possible Citizen Science project . Due 
to wind conditions on the night nothing could be heard from the 
proposed observation point in Matraville and so a new site was located 
for the tests. A noise pollution study has been added to DP’s 
environment protection licence. EPA is using opportunities to influence 
plans for Sydney but they are a small stakeholder.  
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7.2 BE reported Randwick Council has been approached by a number of 
residents regarding truck noise and whether there are non-compliance 
issues with road licences. Council has an internal meeting this afternoon 
and will give a formal response by the next meeting. Concerns have 
been raised in the Southern Courier about truck noise in the general 
area. 
JB suggested that though it is not directly a NSW Ports problem, the port 
has created a honey pot for transport and the consequential noisy bee 
problem, so NSW Ports has some responsibility. 
AW replied NSW Ports is happy to engage on the issue but there needs 
to be acknowledgement of the complex nature of the issue and the 
various roles that the stakeholder play. They are happy to be party to 
discussions but there is a limit to what NSW Ports can do. It is a 
complex issue.

7.3 - Port Botany Expansion Rail Noise (as per CoA 2.28)  
AW has nothing further to report other than the proposed modification to 
the conditions of approval for the PBE project (discussed under item 
6.1). There have been no noise complaints or problems related to the 
rail component.
JB suggested once the new high rise residential development adjacent 
to Banksia Street is completed and more developments are built along 
the railway line, noise will become more of an issue particularly as rail 
operations are mandatorily moved to 24/7 level. A collision course of 
conflict is inevitable.
AW said NSW Ports has recently been contacted by a resident about rail 
noise, however the management of the rail line is with ARTC and there 
are potential management methods they can use to help address noise. 
However, increasing residential densities are putting people closer and 
building controls are more important than ever. 
DV noted NSW Ports has been flagging these issues regarding urban 
encroachment and high density residential development with both 
Botany and Randwick Councils for years. Botany Council’s planning 
policies do include the requirement for consideration of port and airport 
noise when constructing residential buildings however, this isn’t the case 
in Randwick Council’s local government area. We hope there will be
more consistent planning controls with the Greater Sydney 
Commission’s involvement otherwise the new population moving into the 
region will come in without being aware of the operation of the rail line 
and the port. The port will be here for at least the next 96 years and 
there will be a tripling of container throughput over the next 30 years. 

10 Safety and Environmental Incidents/Complaints
- Port traffic and safety – AW 
- Biosecurity update – AW  
- Summary of complaints – AW 

10.1 - Port traffic and safety-
WA said there have been no recent safety incidents in the port area. The 
closest was a truck rollover in Wentworth Avenue a couple of weeks 
ago. NSW Ports security contractor assists in managing traffic and
safety issues in the port area. NSW Ports has upgraded variable 
message signs in the port to that have the capability to display and 
record speeds of vehicles. If we identify times where people are 
consistently exceeding the speed limit. This information can be provided 
to the police and they will decide when to undertake their own speed 
monitoring operation to slow traffic in the area. This is a positive 
approach from NSW Ports. WA also reported the speed camera at the 
corner of Foreshore and Botany Road is now operating.

- Biosecurity update
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There was nothing to report. 
- Summary of complaints

AW reported that NSW Ports has received no complaints since the last 
PBCCC meeting.
NSW Ports has assisted the EPA to investigate a complaint they 
received. A resident provided a recording of a noisy incident to the EPA 
who passed it onto NSW Ports. NSW Ports staff thought the noise 
sounded like a steam release. AW spoke to Orora who were able to 
confirm the timing of the complaint matched a pressure relief exercise 
that has been undertaken. This information was reported back to the 
EPA and was a good outcome of a collaborative investigation. AW 
thanked Orora for assisting. 

11 General Business/Next meeting :
- Advertisement for new PB CCC members  
- NSW Ports Staff Update  
- Advertisement for new PB CCC members 

AW reported NSW Ports is looking to  advertise for more community 
members for the CCC targeting both a business representative and a
community representative. They are currently discussing whether to do it 
this year or before the first meeting of 2017. If CCC members can 
suggest potential candidates they should forward details to NSW Ports 
or the chair and they can advise on timing for applications. The positions 
will also be advertised in local media. They want to target people who 
live in the local area and have ties to the community. 
RR said good networks of communication are also desirable. 

- NSW Ports Staff Update 
AW reported this is her last meeting before taking 12 months maternity 
leave. Trevor Brown will become the primary point of contact for the PB 
CCC. 
AW will also email the committee with Trevor’s contact details which are: 

Trevor Brown, Environment Manager
02 4275 0714
Trevor.brown@nswports.com.au

On behalf of the committee RR thanked AW for her diligence in the work 
of the CCC and extended the committees best wishes to her for the 
future.
Next meeting is Tuesday 22 November 2016

These minutes have been endorsed by the meeting Chair

Signed:                                                      Date: 16/09/16



 

Roberta Ryan 
 
84 Garden Street, Alexandria 
NSW 2016 Australia 
M: +61 402 209 896 
Roberta.ryan@uts.edu.au  
 

06 May 2016 

 

The Hon. Robert Stokes MP 
Member of the NSW Legislative Assembly 
Member for Pittwater 
NSW Minister for Planning 
GPO Box 5341 
SYDNEY NSW 2001 
 

 

Dear Mr Stokes, 

This letter is sent on behalf of the Port Botany Community Consultative Committee which has 
been meeting since 2006 to consider construction and operational impacts of the Port Botany 
Expansion, and general operations at the port, on the surrounding community.  

Noise from the Port more generally has had a particular impact on the community to date. For this 
reason towards the end of 2013 various State Government agencies (including the EPA, 
Transport for NSW and the then Department of Planning and Infrastructure), Randwick and the 
City of Botany Bay Councils, NSW Ports and other key stakeholders established a Noise Working 
Group to develop a Noise Management Strategy.  

The Noise Working Group identified that land use planning and development controls (i.e. buffer 
zones, retention of industrial land, etc.) in areas around Port Botany and associated freight 
corridors should be key elements of the Strategy. These controls should be informed by holistic 
modelling of noise from port, freight and industrial activity in the vicinity. In 2014 the Group 
obtained expressions of interest to conduct the modelling and prepare the Strategy, but the 
process has stalled pending a commitment from the NSW Government to contribute a suitable 
portion of the required funding. 

The Community Consultative Committee and the wider community is frustrated with the lack of 
progress of the Noise Working Group. While the EPA continues to undertake noise monitoring 
and work with its licensees to mitigate noise impacts were possible, there has been a more 
general lack of commitment from the State Government, particularly planning agencies, to the 
development of a regional noise mitigation strategy.  

The Three Ports SEPP exists in order to prioritise the area for Ports uses. Residential and other 
commercial developments continue to encroach on this area. In the opinion of the Committee 
there is a need for a buffer zone around the Port in order to mitigate impacts of the Port on 
surrounding areas. In order for this to happen there has to be recognition of the need for this from 
State Government and Government agencies, particularly the Department of Planning and 
Environment.  

The Port Botany Community Consultative Committee is seeking commitment from the relevant 
planning agenc(ies) (whether it is the Department of Planning and Environment or the Greater 
Sydney Commission) to actively support and contribute funds towards noise modelling for the 
Port Botany precinct, the preparation of a Noise Management Strategy and the implementation of 
appropriate planning measures to promote the compatible development of the port and 
surrounding communities.  

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

 

Roberta Ryan 
Chair, Port Botany Community Consultative Committee 





1

Dear Ross

It was with regret that we accept your resignation from the Port Botany Community Consultative Committee. While
we understand your reasons, and of course wish you the best with your future activities, the CCC will lose the
benefit of your insights and constructive engagement.

We would be very pleased if you would continue to provide informal input and observations as things fall into your
purview over time to the benefit of the operations of the Committee and the community, and it would be great if
you could keep in touch.

On behalf of NSW Ports, the CCC and myself as chair would formally like to thank you for your efforts and input and
wish you all the best for your future endeavours.

Yours sincerely,

Roberta

UTS:IPPG is pleased to administer and host the Australian Centre of Excellence for 
Local Government, the leading local government industry consortium.


